bread in April, 1935, the rouble buying power was
expressed by the equation 10 roubles = Is. The
same equation holds on the average for manufactured
commodities purchased in the warehouses. How-
ever, there is still some distribution of manufactured
goods through the now rapidly disappearing co-
operative shops. At the same time the price level
in the open shops shows a falling tendency. I have
therefore given the 53 roubles the value of 10s., thus
adding a margin which may also cover the reduced
cost of the post office, train service, cheap theatre
tickets, and the like.1
The estimated monthly wage of 52s. 6dL is about
the same as the average pre-1914 wage, which is
stated to have been 24 roubles = 505. For incomes
below the average the value per rouble would be
somewhat higher than for the average wage; for
incomes exceeding the average the value of the
rouble is somewhat lower; this, however, is largely
offset by the various benefits not included in the
salary, such as those derived from private earnings
or from privileges connected with higher official
positions, like free motor-cars, extra pay on official
journeys, and various similar items.2
1	In the " Torgsin " shops, in which prices are on a gold
basis, the price level is about that of gold prices in England;
" coupons " of these shops are traded (illegally) at ^ of
their gold value.
2	Mr. Clark, in his book quoted above, revises this valu-
ation and arrives at an estimate of the British equivalent
of a Soviet worker's monthly income in 1934, amounting
to 70s. 4d. instead of 52$. Qd.     In his comparison of this
wage with the pre-1914 level Mr. Clark takes into account
the change in prices which brings the real value again,
as in my calculation, to about pre-1914 level.    I cannot,
however, agree to Mr. Clark's valuation of Russian black
bread which he equates with the British loaf.   Flour of 95
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